
Input Files

recordings/*.TXTdata/datasheet.csv

main_path = r"/Users/<username>/Desktop/Flight_scripts/"

…

TBF   voltage reading        event_happened, event_num date, time         event_marker

define_dicts
Process

first_flight_dict= {  (6, A, 1): 9,
(6, A, 2): 218,
(6, A, 3): 419,
(6, A, 4): 262,
(6, B, 1): 250,
(6, B, 2): 72,
(6, B, 3): 2
…
}

current_flight_dict= {  (6, A, 9): 1,
(6, A, 218): 2,
(6, A, 419): 3,
(6, A, 262): 4,
(6, B, 250): 1,
(6, B, 72): 2,
(6, B, 2): 3
…
}

Creates 2 
dictionaries.

map_IDs
Uses dictionaries to map 
IDs from .TXT file event 

marker comments.

Generates an intermediate file in the files2split folder that maps (by ID) 
when bugs come in and out of the flight mill for all 4 chambers. 

split_files
Generates .TXT files that 
contain the TBF, voltage 
readings, and datetimes 

specific to each bug tested.

functions

TBF   voltage  date   time

ID_data = { 34: [{TBF: 17927.440, voltage: 4.85962E+00, datetime: 2020-02-24 13:39:23},
{TBF: 17927.450, voltage: 4.85962E+00, datetime: 2020-02-24 13:39:23},
{TBF: 17927.460, voltage: 4.85962E+00, datetime: 2020-02-24 13:39:23},

…]
…}

Generates these files by creating a dictionary of lists of dictionaries called ID_data.
ID is the key to ID_data

complex data 
structure

A list of dictionaries 
are the values to 
ID_data. Each 
dictionary becomes 
a row in the final 
.TXT file.

Output Files

Input Files main_path = r"/Users/<username>/Desktop/Flight_scripts/"

split_files/*.TXT

Process trough_standardize
Identifies large 
dips in voltage 

as troughs. 

functions

map_diagnostics
Generates a heat map 
(.PNG) to diagnose the 

robustness of the 
recording file.

Representative standardization interval – anything that falls outside it is identified as a trough. 

Standardization interval equations and examples:

A larger standardization interval is more robust and will clearly identify 
large troughs. A smaller one is more sensitive and may let noise through.  

Large

Small

Output Files write_to_file
Generates standardized 

.TXT files that contain the 
TBF and location of troughs 

(trough = 1).
Trough at TBF 27273.22 seconds.

TBF                voltage              datetime

Input Files main_path = r"/Users/<username>/Desktop/Flight_scripts/"

standardized_files/*.TXT

Process time_list Filters out only for time values where 
a trough occurs.

functions

TBF           troughs (0 = no trough; 1 = trough)

speed_list Corrects for false troughs and 
calculates the speed between troughs.

distance Corrects for false troughs and calculates 
the distance flown and average speed.

recording_duration Calculates the duration the 
bug spent flying.

flying_bouts Calculates bout durations and % spent flying.

graph Cleans up speed and time columns for easy graphing.

Generates a flight_stats_summary.csv with multiple flight statistics:Output Files

…

…
Speed calculation depends on the circular flight path. 

…
…

Between bouts, new time and speed data points are added to 
represent that the insect stopped flying (e.g. 2295.33 s, 0 m/s):

split_files.py

standardize_troughs.py

flight_analysis.py


